SECURITY ATTACKS HAPPEN
Ransomware is becoming more common—and more sophisticated. It is not easy to play perfect perimeter defense against every new strain. In the face of this challenge, organizations are looking to adopt a holistic, multi-level ransomware response strategy that integrates prevention and rapid recovery.

The most effective strategy for defending against ransomware is defense in depth. A defense in depth approach incorporates prevention measures to keep threats out and accelerated recovery to minimize business impact in the event of an attack.

RADAR: RECOVER FASTER. STAY SMARTER.
Polaris Radar helps you increase your resiliency against ransomware by making it faster and easier to recover from an attack. Radar helps you recover faster by providing a simple, intuitive user interface that tracks how your data changed over time. It replaces manual recoveries with just a few clicks for minimal business disruption. It also increases intelligence by using machine learning to actively monitor and generate alerts for suspicious activity.

RECOVER FASTER
Minimize downtime. Restore to most recent clean state with just a few clicks.

INCREASE INTELLIGENCE
See how your data has changed to quickly identify what was impacted where.

Leverage machine learning to detect and alert on anomalous behavior.
A MULTI-LEVEL DEFENSE: HOW RADAR WORKS

Detect Anomalies Via Machine Learning
Radar applies machine learning algorithms against application metadata to establish a normal baseline behavior for each machine. It proactively monitors the system by looking at behavioral patterns and flagging any activity that varies significantly from the baseline. Radar analyzes several file properties, including file change rates, abnormal system sizes, and entropy changes. Once an anomaly is detected, Radar alerts you to the unusual behavior via the UI and by email. By using machine learning, Radar can continuously refine its anomaly detection model over time and stay ahead of the most advanced threats.

Analyze Threat Impact With Data Intelligence
Radar continuously scans the entire environment to provide insights on how your data has changed over time. In the event of an attack, you can now quickly identify which applications and files were impacted and where they are located through simple, intuitive visualizations. Using the UI, browse through the entire folder hierarchy and drill-down to investigate what was added, deleted, or modified at the file-level. With Radar, you minimize the time spent discovering what happened and the data loss with granular visibility into the latest unaffected files.

Accelerate Recovery to Minimize Business Disruption
Radar’s simple user experience is powered by Polaris’ global management interface. After completing the analysis, you can simply select all impacted applications and files, specify the desired location, and restore to the most recent clean versions with just a few clicks. Rubrik automates the rest of the restore process, and users can track the progress through the UI. Since Rubrik captures all data in an immutable format, all data is safe to restore. Ransomware cannot access and encrypt the backup data.

What Our Customers Are Saying
"As a legal institution, the safety of our organization’s data is always top of mind. That is why I am excited about the release of Rubrik’s Radar application that can augment our security stack while providing faster and simpler recovery workflows. Rubrik continues to integrate security with data protection, ensuring that all our backed up data is safeguarded from an attack."

David Comer
Senior Network Engineer
Pillsbury Law

"When we were hit by ransomware a few years ago, we leveraged Rubrik’s fast recovery and APIs to recover in under an hour with zero data loss. Today, ransomware is much more sophisticated than it was a few years ago. With Radar, we could leverage its data intelligence to alert us on suspicious behavior and better understand what was impacted at a granular level."

Matthew Day
CIO
Langs Building Supplies

Rubrik delivers a single platform to manage and protect data in the cloud, at the edge, and on-premises. Enterprises choose Rubrik’s Cloud Data Management software to simplify backup and recovery, accelerate cloud adoption, and enable automation at scale. As organizations of all sizes adopt cloud-first policies, they rely on Rubrik’s Polaris SaaS platform to unify data for security, governance, and compliance. For more information, visit www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikinc on Twitter.